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WELCOME TO PEPEPAD 

PepePad is a platform that aims to provide a valuable service 
to newly-launched Meme tokens by facilitating their token
distribution and liquidity raising efforts. By combining the 
concept of Pepe's birthplace with its mission, the platform
creates a supportive environment for the growth and success 
of these tokens.

It is essential for newly-launched tokens to have access to
liquidity and a robust distribution network to gain traction and
achieve their goals. By providing these services, PepePad can
help Meme tokens reach a wider audience, gain popularity, 
and increase their value.
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INTRODUCTION TO PEPEPAD 

PepePad's aim to create fair decentralized launches is a 
positive step towards ensuring that all participants have an 
equal chance to invest in the most promising upcoming Meme 
tokens. By distributing rewards fairly, PepePad can help create
a more inclusive and accessible platform for all token holders.

The idea of giving everyone the opportunity to invest in 
promising Meme tokens can create a level playing field and
help to minimize the advantages of early adopters or those
with larger amounts of capital. This can help to create a more
balanced market, where success is determined by the quality
and potential of the token, rather than external
factors.�
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FEATURES OF PEPEPAD 

NO STAKING REQUIRED

 

The fact that staking tokens is not required to participate in
IDOs (Initial Dex Offering) on PepePad is a significant 
advantage for investors. This feature can make it easier for a 
wider pool of investors to participate and potentially earn 
returns on their investments. It also removes the barrier to 
entry for investors who may not have large amounts of capital
 to stake initially.

Not requiring staking also means that investors 
can have more flexibility in their investment 
strategy. They can choose to invest in a wider 
range of tokens without having to commit their 
tokens to staking, allowing them to diversify their
portfolio and potentially reduce risk.�
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BOOTSTRAP YOUR COMMUNITY�

UNLEASH MEMECOIN POTENTIAL�

 PepePad provides comprehensive support for all memecoins, 
 making it easier for new tokens to launch and gain traction. This
 support can include token distribution, liquidity raising, and
 other services that can help build a strong and engaged 
 community.�

PepePad's all-inclusive support for any and all memecoins can
help to unleash their potential by providing access to a broad
range of investors and resources. This can help new tokens to 
gain visibility, grow their community, and increase their value.�

ACCELERATE GROWTH�
PepePad's robust support for all kinds of memecoins can 
accelerate their growth by providing a variety of tools and 
services to help them succeed. This can include access to 
liquidity, marketing support, and other resources that can help
to attract investors and build a strong community.�
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ALLOCATIONS 

PLEB�

CHAD�

         HODL
 REQUIREMENT�

2,000,000�

   POOL
 WEIGHT�

10�

GUARANTEED 
 ALLOCATION�

Yes�

         HODL
 REQUIREMENT�

10,000,000�

   POOL
 WEIGHT�

100�

GUARANTEED 
 ALLOCATION�

Yes�

         HODL
 REQUIREMENT�

50,000,000�

   POOL
 WEIGHT�

1000�

GUARANTEED 
 ALLOCATION�

Yes�
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TOKENOMICS 

TEAM

STAKING

PRESALE

CEX LISTING

MARKETING

DAO
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PEPEPAD token has a total supply of 1,000,000,000 tokens.�

0% Buy and Sell Tax



ROADMAP 

01 PHASE 1�

02 PHASE 2�

Building a collaborative team and forming
 strategic partnerships

Detailed documentation

A comprehensive roadmap

An equitable token distribution plan

A clearly defined project scope

Creating and deploying the PEPEPAD token on the blockchain�

Implementing staking for PEPEPAD tokens
Gaining approval for listing on CoinMarketCap
(CMC) and CoinGecko (CG)

CG platforms�

PEPE�
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Ensuring PEPEPAD tokens are listed on CMC and
Type your text



03 PHASE 3�

04 PHASE 4�

Launching unique and impactful marketing initiatives
Releasing a limited series of exclusive Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
Conducting the inaugural token sale on the PEPEPAD platform�

Broadening the network of partnerships
Updating the project roadmap�
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DISCLAIMER 

Please note that investing in memecoins and other digital
assets can be highly speculative and carries a significant 
risk of loss. PepePad is a platform designed to support the l
aunch and growth of new memecoins, but it does not
provide any guarantees of profits or returns on investment.

The information provided about allocation levels and other
 features of PepePad is subject to change and should not be 
relied upon as financial advice or as a guarantee of 
investment success. Investors should always conduct their
own research and due diligence before making any 
investment decisions, and should be prepared to accept the
risk of potential loss.

Additionally, PepePad is a decentralized platform that
operates on the blockchain, which can be subject to 
technical and security risks.
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While PepePad takes measures to mitigate these risks, it 
cannot guarantee the security of user funds or the platform 
as a whole.

By using PepePad and investing in memecoins through the 
platform, users accept all risks associated with these 
activities and acknowledge that they are solely responsible 
for any financial losses that may result.�
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CONTACT 

WEBSITE:�

TELEGRAM:�
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http://pepepad.io�

https://t.me/pepe_pad�




